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GERBER® Commercial Products —

Commercial applications demand the 
highest quality, most consistent materials 
and parts in the industry. Since 1932,  
Gerber has been a leader in the plumbing 
fixtures industry by focusing on and 
earning the trust and respect  
of plumbing professionals.

Over the decades, Gerber has 
become synonymous with quality and 
performance by offering an impressive 
lineup of commercial products including, 
toilets, urinals, lavatories, faucets and 
drains. Gerber’s comprehensive line-
up is sold exclusively to the plumbing 
professional and is supported with  
“Best-in-Class” customer service. 

Solutions for schools, high rises, manufacturing, commercial buildings,  
assisted living facilities and hospitals.

multi-family healthcare high rise

hospitality stadium education
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Why GERBER®

DISTRIBUTION – Our national 
professional distribution network. 

VALUES – We are committed to our 
customers, our employees and our 
planet.  Gerber employees strive to 
deliver world class products and support 
that reflect our passion for excellence.

QUALITY AND SERVICE – Quality 
and reliability is our top priority, and 
every Gerber employee is charged 
with maintaining and delivering on that 
promise. Our North American based 
customer service team is empowered  
to provide real solutions to drive 
customer satisfaction.

WARRANTY – Our products are among 
the most reliable out there and we 
are proud to stand behind them with 
industry leading warranty coverage  
and support.
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GERBER® Pressure-Assist Toilets
Gerber pressure-assist toilets are a true high-performance, low consumption 
alternative to gravity-fed models and are hydraulically designed to “push” contents 
out of the trapway.

Powered by the Pressure-Assist operating system, Ultra Flush® toilets 
feature maximum bowl clearing and line carry. The proprietary trapway design 
precisely balances push and pull forces for an industry leading flush while a larger 
water surface in the bowl reduces odors and keeps the bowl cleaner by reducing 
the dry surface area, thereby decreasing housekeeping time.  

PUBLIC RESTROOM

HE-21-318 
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  over 5x the personal average output 

 
 

 
  old iron pipes are installed 

 
  available 

 

ULTRA FLUSH® 
Ideal for:  

ROUGH-IN
1.1 gpf/ 
4.0 Lpf

1.28 gpf/ 
4.8 Lpf

1.6 gpf/ 
6.0 Lpf

BACK —

TANK

21-377

TANK

21-372

TANK

21-342
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ULTRA FLUSH® 
Ideal for:

TANK

21-317 21-377 28-385
21-318 21-377
21-324 21-377 28-384

TANK

21-311 21-372 28-385
21-312 21-372
21-314 21-372 28-384

TANK

21-342 28-385
21-342
21-342 28-384
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GERBER® Gravity Fed Toilets
The Avalanche offers top rated flushing technology with the most powerful and 
effective gravity flush on the market today. The Avalanche operates with an average 
maximum performance or (MaP rating) of 1000 grams - which is the highest rating 
available.

More head pressure via a taller, slimmer tank design, feeds water faster through the 
large 3˝ flush valve which accelerates water flow within the bowl, producing a more 
powerful flush. Unique jets and a large water surface keep the bowl pristine and 
rinses the well thoroughly without back-splash. 

PUBLIC RESTROOM

WS-21-818
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AVALANCHE 
Best for:

 
 

 
  bolt covers 

 
 

 
  effective bowl clearing 

  to avoid leaks 

TANK

WS-21-817 AV-21-828 WS-28-895
WS-21-818 AV-21-828
WS-21-824 AV-21-828 WS-28-894

TANK

AV-21-862 WS-28-895
WS-21-812 AV-21-862
WS-21-814 AV-21-862 WS-28-894

TANK

AV-21-852 WS-28-895
AV-21-852
AV-21-852 WS-28-894
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GERBER® Back Outlet Toilets - Pressure Assist
Popular with architects and commercial specifiers, back outlet toilets are the 
perfect solution for challenging applications where in-wall plumbing designs are 
used. Gerber is one of the few manufacturers offering pressure-assisted back  
outlet toilets.

PUBLIC RESTROOM

HE-21-310
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TANK

21-374
21-375 

ULTRA FLUSH® Pressure Assist Back Outlet

 vandalism of toilet in public restrooms 
 

 
  5x the personal average output 

 
 

 
  available

TANK

21-374

21-325 21-375 

TANK

 

For Back Outlet Spud Bowls, please see pages 13-17.
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GERBER® Back Outlet Toilets - Gravity Flush
Popular with architects and commercial specifiers, back outlet toilets are the 
perfect solution for challenging applications where in-wall plumbing designs  
are used. Gerber is one of the few manufacturers offering gravity-assisted back  
outlet toilets.

20-021

PUBLIC RESTROOM
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GERBER® Back Outlet Toilets - Gravity Flush
Popular with architects and commercial specifiers, back outlet toilets are the 
perfect solution for challenging applications where in-wall plumbing designs 
are used. Gerber is one of the few manufacturers offering gravity-assisted back
outlet toilets.

20-021

PUBLIC RESTROOM



MAXWELL® Gravity Flush Back Outlet

  

 

Ideal for:

 
  of bowl 

 

  delivery to the bowl for better flushing

1000g
MaP

Score!

0g
MaP

re!

TANK

21-975

TANK

TANK

21-975

For Back Outlet Spud Bowls, please see page 15.
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GERBER® Spud Bowls
Spud bowls use line pressure direct from the supply line for greater power than a 
tank based toilet.  This is particularly desirable in high use commercial applications 
which need a high level of durability, consistency and power that a tank version 
can’t provide.

Spud bowls are more compatible with commercial buildings which house 
predominantly in-wall plumbing.

25-733

PUBLIC RESTROOM
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predominantly in-wall plumbing.

25-733

PUBLIC RESTROOM



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

NORTH POINT 
Ideal for:

5 1/4”  
to 7 1/4

NORTH POINT

25-874  
vertical

gpf/6 

25-878  
vertical

NORTH POINT

 

NORTH POINT
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NORTH POINT 

25-872

NORTH POINT

 
  Pre-K through 6

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Ideal for:

25-833

NORTH POINT

25-733

NORTH POINT
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25-642-31

SPUD BOWLS 

  

Ideal for:
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PUBLIC RESTROOM

GERBER® Urinals
In busy public or commercial washrooms, Gerber urinals are installed for  
efficiency and ease of cleaning. They are also designed to minimize splash to  
keep the floor clean.

HE-27-731 
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PUBLIC RESTROOM

GERBER® Urinals
In busy public or commercial washrooms, Gerber urinals are installed for 
efficiency and ease of cleaning. They are also designed to minimize splash to
keep the floor clean.

HE-27-731 



NORTH POINT™

 
 

 

NORTH POINT gpf

Half Stall

Space Saver

NORTH POINT gpf/1.9 

Half Stall

Space Saver

Note: Flushometer valves are not included with urinals

Ideal for:
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LAFAYETTE gpf/3.8 

 
 

 

CLINTON gpf/3.8 

 
 

 
 

HAMILTON gpf/3.8 

 
 

 
 

 

MONITOR gpf/3.8 

 
 

 
 

URINALS — Top Spud

Ideal for:
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The PeeWee™ 1.28 gpf/4.8 Lpf toilet is ergonomically designed for toddlers and is 
ideal for use in schools and child care facilities.

- Floor mount bolts
- Wax ring
- Standard open front toilet seat

PEE WEE™ 

DAY CARE CENTER
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Medical environments demand a high level of imperviousness, durability, hygiene, 
and dependability. Hand hygiene sinks benefit those environments where  
hygiene and cross-contamination control is of concern.  As hospitals and medical 
facilities strive to reduce the risk of patient contamination and infection for inpatient 
care, Gerber hygiene and medical sink options can make a significant difference in 
strengthening those environments. 

GERBER®  

NH-12-661

SURGICAL CENTER
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Medical environments demand a high level of imperviousness, durability, hygiene, 
and dependability. Hand hygiene sinks benefit those environments where
hygiene and cross-contamination control is of concern.  As hospitals and medical
facilities strive to reduce the risk of patient contamination and infection for inpatient
care, Gerber hygiene and medical sink options can make a significant difference in 
strengthening those environments.

GERBER®

NH-12-661

SURGICAL CENTER



MAXWELL™

NH-12-838-CH
NH-12-834-CH

 
 
 

MEDICAL & HEALTHCARE FIXTURES

MONTICELLO™ 

NH-12-661 Single Hole

 
  and contamination 

 
 

 

Ideal for: 

NORTH POINT™ 

NH-12-478
NH-12-474

 
 

MONTICELLO™ 

NH-12-658
NH-12-654

 
 

 
 

 
 

d
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GERBER® Commercial Sinks
Commercial bathroom sinks from Gerber are designed for a variety of applications 
and are available in a wide selection of under-counter, self-rimming or wall hung 
options.  The high quality vitreous china construction is durable and easy to clean.   
ADA compliant models designed for accessible spaces are also available. 

PUBLIC RESTROOM

12-825
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GERBER® Commercial Sinks
Commercial bathroom sinks from Gerber are designed for a variety of applications
and are available in a wide selection of under-counter, self-rimming or wall hung
options.  The high quality vitreous china construction is durable and easy to clean. 
ADA compliant models designed for accessible spaces are also available. 

PUBLIC RESTROOM

12-825

b li m



LUXOVAL

12-844

 
 

MAXWELL

12-838-CH

12-834-CH

12-831-CH Single Hole

 
 

MAXWELL

12-884-CH

 
 

SINKS
Ideal for: 
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LUXOVAL

Undercounter
Undercounter
Undercounter

 
 

 
 

 
 

MONTICELLO II

12-658
12-654

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

SINKS

NORTH POINT

12-478
12-474

 
 

 
 

 

Ideal for: 
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EATON

12-468
12-464

 
 

HAYES

12-384

 
 

 
 

 
 

WEST POINT

12-354

 
 

 
 

SINKS

PLYMOUTH

12-314

 
 

 
 

 
 

Ideal for: 
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The right faucet or flush valves are essential components for completing a  
commercial space.  Durability, consistency and accessibility are key to choosing  
the right model and manufacturer. 

Gerber products have been trusted for over 80 years and our reputation for quality 
gives you the security of choosing a product that is made to exacting product  
specifications and the highest of standards. 

GERBER® Commercial Faucets and Flush Valves

RESTAURANT

C0-44-393
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

SINGLE HOLE METERING FAUCETS

44-346 Single hole

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

THREE HOLE METERING FAUCETS

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

SINGLE HANDLE BATHROOM FAUCET

With metal pop-up drain
With grid strainer and plug

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Ideal for: 
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

TWO HANDLE BATHROOM FAUCETS

C4-44-551 With metal pop-up drain
C4-44-542 With grid strainer and plug
C4-44-541

 
  vandal resistant handles 

 
 

 
 

 
 

TWO HANDLE BATHROOM FAUCETS

With metal pop-up drain
With grid strainer and plug

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

TWO HANDLE, WIDESPREAD BATHROOM FAUCETS

C4-44-154-61 Flex connections, less drain
C4-44-154

drain

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Ideal for: 

C4-44-154-61
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

TWO HANDLE, GOOSENECK BATHROOM FAUCETS 

C4-44-555 With grid strainer
C4-44-554

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

TWO HANDLE, GOOSENECK BATHROOM FAUCETS 

With grid strainer

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

TWO HANDLE, WIDESPREAD BATHROOM FAUCETS 

Flex connections, less drain

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Ideal for: 
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

KITCHEN AND BAR DECK MOUNT FAUCETS WITH LEVER HANDLES

Two lever handles, less spray

C4-44-719 Two lever handles, with spray

Two lever handles, 

C4-44-779 Two lever handles, 

C4-44-454  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Ideal for:

C4-44-719 

C4-44-779 
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

KITCHEN WALL MOUNT FAUCETS WITH LEVER  HANDLES

C4-44-393

C4-44-333

C4-44-343 Two lever handles,

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

KITCHEN AND BAR DECK MOUNT FAUCETS WITH WRIST BLADE HANDLES

Two wrist blade handles, less spray

Two wrist blade handles, with spray

Two wrist blade handles, 

Two wrist blade handles, 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Ideal for:

C4-44-393 

C4-44-343  
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COMMERCIAL FAUCETS

KITCHEN WALL MOUNT FAUCETS WITH WRIST BLADE HANDLES

Two wrist blade handles, 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Ideal for:
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MECHANICAL FLUSH VALVES

FLUSHOMETER URINAL FLUSH VALVES  - 

 
 

  to center of the main housing 
 

 
 

 
 

  hex coupling nut 

FLUSHOMETER URINAL FLUSH VALVES  - 

44-762

44-763

 
 

 
  angle screw stop to center of the main housing 

 
 

 
 

  hex coupling nut 

Ideal for:
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Commercial Products  

gerberonline.com
U.S. 866.538.5536 

Canada 866.884.8841

For warranty information visit gerberonline.com
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